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Abstract 

The most widely known classification of situational crime prevention techniques is that 

presented by Clarke2. The latest version of the classification proposed 16 techniques for 

preventing crime through opportunity reduction. The present paper suggests a 

complementary classification of 16 techniques for controlling situational precipitators of 

crime. The new classification is based on the argument that there are two distinct 

situational forces acting upon potential offenders -- the perceived costs and benefits of 

intended criminal acts (the basis of Clarke’s classification) and factors that may induce 

individuals to commit crimes that they would not have otherwise considered (the basis of 

the present classification).  

 

Key Words: Situational crime prevention; Crime precipitators; Opportunity reduction; 

Rational choice perspective; Person-situation interaction 
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Introduction 

Clarke’s3 classification of situational crime prevention techniques has become highly 

influential in defining the nature and scope of the crime prevention task. In the latest 16-

category version of the classification4 four basic strategies were described -- increasing 

perceived effort, increasing perceived risk, reducing anticipated rewards, and removing 

excuses --with four specific techniques listed under each strategy. The proposed 

techniques involve altering immediate environments in ways that reduce opportunities for 

crime. Underpinning this approach is the rational choice perspective5 which portrays 

potential offenders as utility-maximisers who weigh up the costs and benefits of illegal 

behaviour then act on the basis of the outcome of this calculus. Crime prevention is 

viewed in terms of increasing the perceived costs and reducing the perceived benefits of 

offending so that criminal behaviour might be judged by the potential offender to be an 

unattractive option. Through the popularity of Clarke’s classification, situational crime 

prevention and opportunity-reduction have become largely synonymous.  

 

However, Wortley6 has argued that opportunity reduction is only half of the situational 

crime prevention story. The person-situation interaction -- the theoretical premise upon 

which situational crime prevention ultimately rests -- is more complex than the rational 

choice and opportunity-reduction approaches suggest. Opportunity implies only that 

certain situational factors make it easy for the individual to follow a course of action that 

will deliver benefits. However, an examination of psychological and criminological 

theories that incorporate a role for the immediate environment suggests that in many 

cases situations are important not because they provide information about the likely 
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outcome of a behaviour (which is the basis of opportunity-reduction) but because they 

actively bring on behaviour. That is, whereas the term opportunity-reduction assumes the 

existence of a motivated or at least ambivalent offender who is ready to give in to 

criminal temptations, it is argued that the motivation to commit crime may itself be 

situationally dependent.  

 

Consider, for example, the case of a prisoner who is subjected to excessively frustrating 

prison conditions (an oppressive regime, lack of choice about day-to-day decisions, 

provocative treatment by guards and so forth). The prisoner may respond to such 

frustrations with some form of aggression (assaulting a guard or destroying property). 

The obvious situational prevention strategy in this case is to change prison conditions 

that reduce frustrations. However, such an approach cannot fairly be categorised as 

reducing opportunities in the usual sense of that word, and indeed, attempting to further 

reduce opportunities (imposing more restrictions on the prisoner's behaviour) may well 

make the situation worse. Rather, reducing frustrations seeks to eliminate conditions that 

precipitated the behaviour.  

 

Distinguishing between opportunities and precipitators is more than an exercise in 

semantics. At a theoretical level, consideration of precipitating influences on behaviour 

provides a better defence against the claim that situational strategies displace crime but 

do not prevent it. Opportunity-reduction is vulnerable to the criticism that altering the 

environment at one location will simply encourage the potential offender to seek out a 

more conducive location. However, the notion that situations can help induce behaviour, 
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and not just block it, better explains why displacement effects frequently do not occur. At 

an applied level, the term opportunity-reduction has encouraged an undue focus on target 

hardening techniques by both practitioners and critics, and has contributed to the 

restricted appeal of the situational approach. Consideration of precipitating influences on 

behaviour encourages crime prevention practitioners to think divergently and opens the 

way for new and often 'softer' prevention strategies.  

 

Wortley7 proposed a two-stage model for conceptualising the relationship between 

precipitating influences and opportunities (see Figure 1). The first stage of the model 

involves situational forces that precipitate criminal conduct. Behaviour may be entirely 

avoided if relevant situational precipitators are adequately controlled. In the event that 

behaviour is initiated, then, in the second stage of the model performance of that 

behaviour is subject to consideration of the costs and benefits that are likely to follow. 

The absence of appropriate disincentives or constraints will permit or encourage 

behaviour while appropriate disincentives or constraints will prevent or discourage 

behaviour. There are two ‘loops’ in the model. First, over-attention to the control of 

precipitating factors may necessarily preclude the use of adequate opportunity-reducing 

strategies, and so permit the performance of unwanted behaviour. Second, over-control at 

the opportunity-reduction stage may be equally counterproductive and feed back to 

increase precipitating pressures on behaviour. Returning to the example of prison 

conditions, it was argued that too many restrictions on behaviour (excessive opportunity-

reduction) might generate frustration and increase levels of expressive violence. Equally, 
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however, moving too far in the other direction -- excessive easing of restrictions in an 

attempt to reduce frustrations -- may lead to a loss of institutional control.  

 

Figure 1 about here 

 

Clarke’s classification of situational prevention techniques may be fitted into the second 

stage of the two-stage model. The purpose of this current paper is to set out a 

classification of 16 precipitation-control techniques -- the first stage of the model -- 

which parallels Clarke’s classification. It is not suggested that the classification presents 

a new theory of criminal behaviour. Rather, the classification is an eclectic model that 

draws together insights on the person-situation interaction as presented in a range of 

existing psychological and criminological perspectives (notably, behaviour theory, social 

learning theory, neutralization theory, social psychology and environmental psychology). 

For the sake of brevity and to avoid repetition these theoretical roots are not discussed in 

any depth in this paper. The focus in this paper is on providing examples from the 

literature to demonstrate the efficacy of the various techniques. A more detailed 

discussion of the theoretical bases for the classification can be found elsewhere8.  

 

The 16 Techniques 

Wortley9 suggested four ways that situations might precipitate criminal responses. 

Situations can present cues that prompt an individual to perform criminal behaviour; they 

can exert social pressure on an individual to offend; they can weaken moral prohibitions 

and so permit potential offenders to commit illegal acts; and they can produce emotional 
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arousal that provokes a criminal response. These categories in turn suggest four strategies 

for controlling situational precipitators of crime -- 'controlling prompts', 'controlling 

pressures', 'reducing permissibility', and 'reducing provocations' -- each involving four 

techniques (Table 1). 

 

Table 1 about here 

 

Controlling prompts 

Situations may present salient cues to potential offenders that prompt criminal behaviour. 

The concept of prompting is based on learning theory's stimulus-response (S-R) principle 

that holds that virtually all action must be initiated by an appropriate cue in the 

immediate environment. These cues are often subtle and individuals need not necessarily 

engage in any conscious deliberation about them, nor do they even need to be aware of 

their effects. In everyday terms, environmental cues tempt us, jog our memory, create 

expectations, evoke moods, stimulate us, warn us, and set examples for us to follow. In 

theoretical terms, environmental cues include eliciting stimuli, discriminative stimuli, 

models and expectancy cues. The four corresponding techniques described in this section 

are 'controlling triggers', 'providing reminders', 'reducing inappropriate imitation', and 

'setting positive expectations'.  

 

Controlling triggers  Controlling triggers is directed at automatic or reflex responses to 

environmental conditions. There are many everyday examples where situations trigger 

physiological or behavioural responses -- viewing erotic images produces sexual arousal, 
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the sight of blood makes many people feel nauseous, the smell of food can induce 

hunger, listening to a familiar piece of music can arouse feelings of nostalgia, and so 

forth. The so-called weapons effect is an example of a potentially antisocial response to 

an environmental cue. Berkowitz10 found that the sight of weapons could trigger feelings 

of aggression and facilitate violent behaviour. The weapons effect suggests that gun-

control legislation may be important in not only reducing the opportunities for offenders 

to use firearms but also in reducing the tendency for people to become aggressive in the 

first place. Similarly, Veno and Davidson11 suggested that the observation by prisoners of 

armed guards may one factor contributing to prisoner violence, and that changing prison 

environments in ways that de-emphasise militaristic aspects might reduce violence levels. 

 

Triggers may be particularly important in sex offending. Goldstein et al12 found that sex-

offenders were three times more likely to own pornography than were non-sex-offenders, 

and Marshall13 reported that one-third of rapists and child-molesters surveyed claimed to 

have been incited to offend by viewing pornography. Such research provides the rationale 

for restricting or censoring violent pornography, particularly that portraying victims 

enjoying abuse14. But sex triggers need not involve explicit pornography. Paedophiles 

may be sexually aroused simply by the sight of children15. Laws that prohibit convicted 

paedophiles from taking jobs that bring them into contact with children both reduce 

opportunities for offending and help potential offenders to keep their sexual desires in 

check. People can also manage their own immediate environments in order to avoid 

unwanted triggers. In relapse prevention, sex offenders are taught to identify and deal 

with high-risk situations that might precipitate sexual offending. For example, a 
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paedophile might avoid taking a short cut through a park where he knows that children 

often play16. A similar rationale can be used to help people self-manage other repetitive 

behaviours such as drug and alcohol abuse17. 

 

Providing reminders  Environmental cues often serve to remind people of appropriate 

standards of behaviour. Reminders may be introduced into an environment to encourage 

or discourage targeted behaviours. Written signs are the most obvious example of 

situational reminders. Signs are ubiquitous features of the landscape and research 

suggests they can be effective in influencing a range of behaviours. Geller et al18 found 

that honesty prompts attached to self-service newspaper racks reduced thefts by 15%. 

Weinstein et al19 reported that seat-belt reminder messages in parking lots and on car 

dashboards increased seat-belt usage by 31%. Several studies have reported that warning 

signs significantly reduced illegal parking in spaces reserved for disabled drivers20. 

Watson21 found that anti-graffiti signs in college restrooms resulted in an immediate 

cessation of vandalism, a result maintained in a 3-month follow-up. Anti-littering signs 

have been found to significantly reduce littering in a variety of locations22, while Geller 

et al23 obtained reductions in littering when litter disposal instructions were printed on the 

bottom of advertising fliers handed out at a supermarket.  

 

Reminders need not involve explicit warnings or instructions. Relevant objects can also 

prompt appropriate behaviour and in some cases may be more salient than signs. For 

example, cardboard cut-outs of uniformed guards placed in the aisles of stores are 

designed to startle the unsuspecting shopper and present a visual reminder not to steal. 
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Harrell24 found that motorists were significantly more likely to yield at a marked crossing 

for a pedestrian with a cane than for a pedestrian without a cane, particularly if a sign 

indicating a recent fatality was also posted. Strategically placed litter bins and ashtrays 

are effective in prompting people not to litter25. Decorating receptacles to make them 

more prominent encourages even greater compliance26. Symbolic territorial markers -- 

low fences, shrubs, changes in surface texture, personal possessions and so forth -- can 

also be considered types of reminders signalling to potential intruders not to trespass27. 

Brown and Altman28 found that houses with territorial displays and symbolic boundaries 

suffered fewer burglaries than houses lacking such displays and boundaries. 

 

Reducing inappropriate imitation  The observation of someone committing a crime can 

precipitate imitation. Bandura29 showed that children who observed other children 

engaging in aggressive play were likely themselves also to play aggressively. Lefkowitz, 

Blake and Mouton30 demonstrated that a pedestrian crossing the street against a red light 

readily induced others to follow. Skinner and Fream31 found that computer crime among 

college students was positively correlated with the extent to which students observed 

their teachers engaging in illegal computer activity. Similarly, when work supervisors 

engage in theft from the organisation, subordinates are more likely to also engage in 

theft32. Models for imitation do not have to appear in person but can be represented 

symbolically in the mass media. The incidence of suicide has been found to increase 

immediately following the portrayal of suicide in popular television programs33. Positive 

correlations have been found between the viewing of television violence by children and 

concurrent measures of aggression34. Phillips35 reported surges in delinquent homicides 
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in the three days following the televising of major boxing matches. Surette36 presented a 

number of case studies of copycat crimes inspired by television programs.  

 

Reducing inappropriate imitation may involve increasing the exposure of potential 

offenders to prosocial models or restricting their opportunity to imitate models 

performing antisocial acts. Roggenbuck and Passineau37 found that school children on a 

nature field trip who observed the instructor pick up a piece of litter subsequently picked 

up 90% of the litter planted along the trail. Similarly, supervisors can reduce employee 

fraud or other forms of corruption by setting high and conspicuous standards of probity 

for subordinates38. The principle that people will imitate models underpins public 

education campaigns (litter reduction, anti-smoking and the like) which enlist the 

endorsement of celebrities. On the other side of the coin, the same principle is used to 

justify restrictions on the content of television programs, for example, less sensational 

coverage of crime and suicide stories in news items39. In many cases it is the observed 

result of illegal behaviour which provides the model rather than observation of the act 

itself. Thus, the cleaning of graffiti40, the rapid repair of vandalism41 and the clearing of 

litter42 help restrict the performance of imitative behaviours.  

 

Setting positive expectations  The expectations that an individual has about a situation 

can greatly influence how they behave in that situation. Desirable behaviour may be 

prompted by setting positive expectations for potential offenders. Expectations in turn 

can be created by manipulating relevant situational cues. For example, Graham and 

Homel43 argued that levels of nightclub violence were related to the reputations that the 
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nightclubs had acquired, and that these reputations were partly determined by physical 

characteristics of the premises (level of cleanliness, standard of furnishings and so forth). 

Patrons visited certain nightclubs anticipating that they would be involved in violent 

incidents and this expectation acted as a self-fulfilling prophecy. Gentrifying the decor of 

violent nightclubs signals that non-violent behaviour is now expected from patrons. A 

similar rationale has been applied in the prison context. The use of ‘soft’ domestic-

quality furnishings in prisons can reduce vandalism by providing expectancy cues that 

prompt prisoners to take care of their living environment, whereas ‘vandal-proof’ 

furnishings may offer an irresistible challenge to prisoners44. The contagious effect of 

‘broken windows’45 can also be explained in terms of expectancy. Signs of environmental 

decay and neglect -- litter, vandalism, dilapidated housing and so forth -- convey a 

message of lawlessness that invites criminal activity46. Urban renewal and other 

environmental beautification programs may be successful crime prevention strategies not 

just because they increase the commitment of residents to guardianship but also because 

they alter the expectations of potential offenders.  

 

Controlling pressures 

Situations may exert social pressure on individuals to perform inappropriate behaviour. A 

fundamental premise of social psychology is that human behaviour is strongly influenced 

by the expectations and demands of others and that people therefore behave differently in 

company than when alone. In particular, individuals are subject to pressures to conform 

to group norms, to obey the instructions of authority figures, to comply with requests and 

persuasive arguments, and to submerge their identity in a crowd. The four prevention 
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techniques corresponding to these pressures are 'reducing inappropriate conformity', 

'reducing inappropriate obedience', 'encouraging compliance', and 'reducing anonymity'.  

 

Reducing inappropriate conformity  Conformity refers to the tendency for individuals to 

adopt group norms and standards of behaviour, even when these contradict personally 

held beliefs and values. Peer pressure to conform is commonly thought to be an important 

factor in delinquency47. Parents screen their children’s associates in a common sense 

attempt to filter out undesirable influences and to prevent their children getting involved 

with the ‘wrong crowd’48. Attempts can also be made to bolster independence in young 

people. Along these lines, Kallis and Varnier49 recommended that the most effective anti-

shoplifting signs are ‘Make a choice on your own - don’t shoplift’. The school is the site 

for a great deal of peer pressure. Dale50 reported that there is less bullying in mixed-sex 

schools than in boys-only schools, suggesting that that the presence of girls helps create 

less aggressive social norms. Crime and violence within schools may also be reduced by 

altering patterns of contact and interaction among members of delinquent cliques51. 

Troublesome students can be dispersed and placed within groups of non-delinquent 

students in the hope that pro-social conformity will take place. 

 

Adults are not immune from conformity effects. Corruption within organisations is a 

good example of the power of conformity to induce illegal behaviour. A new employee 

entering an organisation in which corrupt practices are common faces social pressures 

from co-workers to also engage in those practices52. Greenberg53 suggested rotating 

workers so that stable groups did not form making it difficult for inappropriate group 
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norms to develop. Addis54 reported that the provision of an anonymous hotline gave 

workers a safe avenue to challenge entrenched organisational norms and led to a 

reduction in theft and sexual harassment. The prison environment also exerts powerful 

pressures for conformity. One way to alter undesirable prison norms is to manipulate the 

composition of the prison population. For example, Mabli et al55 found that violence 

decreased in a young-person’s prison after older prisoners were introduced to provide a 

stabilising influence. Similarly, less violence has been reported for gender-mixed prisons 

than single-gender prisons56. Dispersing prison gang members has also been effective in 

reducing prison violence57.  

 

Reducing inappropriate obedience  Obedience is the following of a direct command 

issued by someone perceived to possess legitimate authority. Obedience to authority has 

been widely used to explain atrocities perpetrated by military regimes, such as the 

extermination of Jews by the Nazis58 and the My Lai massacre59. However, inappropriate 

obedience can also play a role in crimes of a less extreme nature in civilian contexts. 

Corruption within bureaucracies often entangles subordinates who, motivated by a 

misguided loyalty to the organisation, act illegally on the orders of their superiors. 

Examples of crimes of authority include cases of governmental abuses of power60, 

corporate crime61, police corruption62 and prison officer brutality63. Kelman and 

Hamilton64 suggested a number of ways to reduce the undesirable impact of authority. 

One set of strategies involves the dispersal of authority within organisations and society 

more generally. Less militaristic and hierarchical regimes -- for example, the creation of 

semi-independent units within organisations and elements of participatory management -- 
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may reduce authoritarian influences. Organisations should also consider rotating 

leadership positions with relative frequency. Another set of strategies involves 

empowering individuals to resist unreasonable commands. Clear organisational codes of 

conduct and departmental policies that provide active support for ‘whistle-blowers’ may 

help provide models for appropriate behaviour. Designating someone to act as ‘devil’s 

advocate’ at every policy-making meeting will ensure that alternative perspectives are 

heard65.  

 

Encouraging compliance  Compliance refers to the acquiescence to the direct request of 

others. Operationally, encouraging compliance involves the use of persuasive 

communication in order to increase the likelihood of pro-social action. Of equal interest 

are the conditions under which non-compliance or reactance occurs. A number of studies 

have shown that signs containing positively-worded persuasive messages are at least as 

effective as warning signs in encouraging appropriate behaviour66. For example, Reiter 

and Samuel67 found the sign ‘Pitch in’ resulted in as much litter reduction as the sign 

‘Littering is Unlawful and Subject to a $10 fine’. Compliance with rules increases when 

people feel that they have contributed to the formulation of those rules. For example, 

Snyder et al68 argued that company theft is reduced when employees are consulted about 

what constitutes legitimate and illegitimate use of company goods. Similarly, compliance 

increases when people have actively endorsed a given rule. Iso-Ahola and Niblock69 

found that when campers were asked to sign an anti-littering petition, levels of littering 

decreased. Generally, too, requests made in person are more effective than impersonal 

requests70. On the other hand, warnings that are too punitive can be counterproductive 
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and incite defiance. Bensley and Wu71 found that high-threat anti-alcohol messages 

resulted in increased alcohol consumption, particularly among heavy drinkers. Similarly, 

Bushman and Stack72 found that authoritative warning labels on violent television 

programs increased interest in those programs. 

 

Encouraging compliance is an important factor in face-to-face interactions between 

potential offenders and official guardians such as police, security guards, nightclub 

crowd controllers, and correctional officers. In many cases these personnel cannot rely 

solely on their delegated authority to secure compliance, but rather must utilise their 

personal legitimacy and interpersonal skills in order to hold sway. For example, attempts 

to gain compliance in prison more often involves enlisting the co-operation of prisoners 

through negotiation and persuasion than rigidly applying rules or employing coercion and 

force73. Requests and commands that are perceived as fair, consistent and legitimate by 

prisoners are more likely to be followed than those seen as capricious and unreasonable74. 

 

Reducing anonymity  Being a member of a group or crowd can cause feelings of 

anonymity and induce a state of psychological disinhibition. In extreme cases, individuals 

may become immersed in the group -- deindividuate -- and commit crimes collectively 

that they would never have carried out singly. The role of anonymity in facilitating anti-

social behaviour was demonstrated in the Stanford prison experiment75. This research 

involved the creation of a simulated prison in which male college student volunteers 

played the parts of prisoners and guards. Shortly into the experiment many guards 

became brutal and authoritarian. The researchers argued that the guards’ uniform, which 
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included reflective sunglasses, helped screen the guards' identity and intensified their 

sense of power and group cohesion.  

 

Reducing anonymity involves promoting a sense of individuality in potential offenders. 

One way to do this is to restrict symbols that encourage collective identity. The Stanford 

prison experiment suggests that more informal modes of dress and the wearing of 

identifying nametags by police, prison guards and so forth may help break down the 

sense of license that anonymity confers. In a similar vein, school dress codes that ban 

gang colours may help reduce group-related violence. Special care needs to be taken 

when dealing with crowds to prevent deindividuation. McKenzie76 outlined several 

techniques for interrupting the development of crowd violence, including dividing the 

crowd into smaller units, removing crowd leaders, and distracting the attention of the 

crowd away from the focal point. In a study on preventing rioting at an annual motor 

cycle race, Veno and Veno77 demonstrated the success of co-operative, non-

confrontational methods of crowd control. On the other hand, provocative methods of 

control -- sometimes a single triggering incident of overpolicing -- can galvanise crowd 

members and incite collective disorder78.  

 

Reducing permissibility 

Situational factors can help distort moral reasoning processes and so permit individuals to 

engage in normally proscribed behaviour. The human conscience is highly malleable and 

sensitive to the physical and social context in which behaviour is performed. Given the 

right circumstances (such as in times of war), ordinary individuals are often capable of 
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great brutality. According to neutralization theory79, many offenders are not morally 

committed to their crimes but make excuses that facilitate their criminal involvement. 

There are four broad categories of moral distortion that may facilitate anti-social 

behaviour – minimisation of the legitimacy of the moral principle, minimisation of the 

degree of personal accountability for the behaviour, minimisation of the negative 

outcomes of the behaviour, and minimisation of the worth or blamelessness of the 

victim80. The corresponding prevention techniques are 'rule setting', 'clarifying 

responsibility', 'clarifying consequences', and 'personalising victims'.  

 

Rule setting  Rule setting is based on the principle that offenders may seek to deny the 

essential wrongness of their actions, and may even claim the moral high-ground, by 

contrasting their behaviour with the more heinous behaviour of others (e.g. ‘at least I am 

not a child molester’); focusing on the corruption of those in power (e.g. ‘the politicians 

are the real crooks’); redefining their actions using more palatable language (e.g. ‘it is 

just tax minimisation’); claiming to be serving a higher moral principle (e.g. ‘I had to 

steal to help a friend’); or simply claiming ignorance (e.g. ‘I didn’t know it was wrong’). 

Individuals often rely on those around them for guidelines for correct behaviour and may 

come to accept corrupt practices as normal. For example, support for corrupt activity 

within organisations may be expressed in sentiments such as ‘everybody does it’ and ‘it 

goes with the job’81. Formal codes of practice can be used to clarify ethical standards of 

behaviour and reduce the ability of individuals to exploit rule ambiguity. Parilla et al82 

found that the presence of a formal anti-theft policy significantly reduced employee theft 

rates in retail organisations. Explicit anti-bullying codes have been employed to reduce 
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bullying in schools83. Similarly, anti-harassment policies and staff induction courses can 

reduce workplace aggression84. Rule setting can also be achieved through signage. For 

example, ‘Shoplifting is Stealing’ signs challenge the euphemistic labelling many thieves 

employ to soften the illicit nature of their behaviour85.  

 

Clarifying responsibility  Clarifying responsibility is based on the principle that offenders 

may avoid self-blame for their actions by citing external causal agents (e.g. ‘I was 

unemployed and needed the money’); employing disinhibitors (e.g. ‘I was drunk and 

could not help myself’); claiming a lack of behavioural alternatives (e.g. ‘I had no other 

choice’); or using organisations or superiors to obscure their personal contribution to 

anti-social acts (e.g. ‘I was just doing my job’). The most obvious strategy for clarifying 

responsibility is controlling alcohol use. Research suggests that the effect of alcohol on 

behavioural control is cognitive as much as it is physiological and that many people use 

alcohol precisely in order to provide an excuse for intended anti-social actions86. Homel 

et al87 reported substantial reductions in nightclub violence after a range of server-

intervention practices were introduced. Strategies included the ending of discounted 

drinks and ‘happy hour’, differential pricing for low-alcohol and full-strength beer, 

provision of no-alcohol alternatives, and refusal to serve intoxicated patrons.  

 

Offenders can also blame circumstances for their crimes. Clarke and Homel’s88 suggested 

technique of improved library checkout as a way of reducing library thefts makes it more 

difficult for thieves to blame the library for causing them to steal. Personal responsibility 

for conduct can also be obscured by social systems. Bandura89 argued that the division of 
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labour within organisations facilitates corruption by allowing individuals to hide behind a 

collective responsibility (as distinct from helping them avoid detection). Restructuring 

arrangements so that individuals perform discrete tasks forces them to take personal 

responsibility for their actions. Similarly, people feel greater responsibility towards 

property over which they have a sense of ownership. Vandalism in public housing areas 

is perpetrated not only by intruders but also by residents who feel little personal 

investment and proprietorial concern. Greater care is taken of estates when tenants are 

given greater involvement in their management90. Likewise, vandalism in institutions can 

be reduced by promoting in residents a sense of possession over their living areas by 

allowing freedom in personalising environments with pictures, personal possessions, 

individual furniture arrangement and so forth91.  

 

Clarifying consequences  Clarifying consequences is based on the principle that offenders 

may seek to deny causing harm by portraying the outcome of their actions as being less 

serious than it really is (e.g. ‘I just gave her a few slaps’); denying that any harm was 

caused (e.g. ‘the shop was insured so no-one was hurt’); or even claiming that the 

consequences were positive (e.g. ‘she really enjoyed it’). Using the principle of clarifying 

consequences, copyright messages on CDs, computer software, videos and so forth 

emphasise the detrimental effects of piracy to the entertainment industry, and quarantine 

signs at airports and borders alert travellers to the possible devastation to local agriculture 

caused by importing undeclared foodstuffs and animal products. Greenberg92 noted that 

often people are unable to appreciate the cumulative effect of small offences. For 

example, when they steal from employers they comfort themselves with excuses that ‘the 
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company can afford it’ or ‘they will never miss it’. Greenberg suggested the technique of 

public posting to help explain to employees the ultimate costs of stealing. Demonstrating 

this technique, Carter et al93 found that posting a graph of theft levels in the employee 

lunchroom increased awareness of the impact on the company and resulted in a reduction 

of theft. Sometimes, people are simply ignorant of the full effect of their behaviour. 

Oliver et al94 found providing campers with information on the ecological impact of 

certain camping practices resulted in a 50% reduction in vandalism. Similarly, Vander 

Stoep and Gramann95 achieved significant reductions in vandalism at historic sites by 

providing information on the consequences to the environment of destructive behaviour. 

 

Personalising victims  Personalising victims is based on the principle that people find it 

easier to victimise those who can be stereotyped as sub-human or unworthy (e.g. ‘she was 

just a whore’); those who can be portrayed as deserving of the fate that has befallen them 

(e.g. ‘he had it coming’); or even those who are simply outsiders or anonymous (e.g. ‘he 

is not one of us’). The role of victim-depersonalisation as an intensifier of violence is 

revealed in Silbert and Pines’96 interviews with prostitutes who had been victims of rape. 

Victims who had attempted to placate their attacker by telling him that she was a 

prostitute found instead that he became even more aggressive and brutal. Similarly, 

Indermaur97 found that the offering of resistance by victims during a robbery often had 

the effect of arousing 'righteous indignation' in the offender and escalating the violence. 

Indermaur suggested that victims need to adopt non-confrontational techniques in order 

to avoid providing ‘justification’ for the offender. Appearance, dress and mannerisms 

may facilitate the process of depersonalisation and increase the chances of victimisation. 
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For example, a contributing factor to the brutality displayed by ‘guards’ in the Stanford 

prison experiment was the depersonalised status of the prisoners, accentuated by their 

humiliating and dehumanising uniform and their identification by numbers rather than 

names. Looking at bullying in schools, Olweus98 found that there was a tendency for 

victims to have distinctive signs of weakness or oddness, for example, deviations in 

stature, personal hygiene, facial expressions, dress and so forth. Besag99 suggested that 

victims of bullying need to avoid showing anger or distress, and should be taught 

assertion and social skills.  

 

Derogating intended targets in order to permit victimisation also applies to property and 

organisations. For example, numerous studies have reported negative correlations 

between crime within companies and employee job-satisfaction100. Employees may steal, 

become aggressive, or engage in destructive behaviour as an act of revenge to get even 

for perceived injustices and exploitation perpetrated by the company. In a field 

experiment, Greenberg101 compared theft rates in three companies -- one in which the pay 

was cut 15% with no explanation given to employees, one in which pay was cut 15% and 

a sensitive explanation was offered, and a control. He found there was significantly more 

theft in the companies that cut pay than the control, but half as much theft in the company 

that gave an explanation as the company that did not. Greenberg argued that work-place 

crime may be reduced by payment of equitable wages and good communication between 

employers and employees, and suggested the use of a corporate hotline to answer queries 

about pay. Other suggested strategies include employee share schemes, incentive 

schemes, better job security and general attention to the welfare of workers as methods of 
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increasing attachment to a company and inhibiting justifications for acting fraudulently 

against it102.  

 

Reducing provocations 

Situations can induce stress and provoke an antisocial response, particularly some form 

of aggression. Aversive emotional arousal can be generated by frustration and 

environmental factors such as crowding, invasions of privacy, excessive noise, and 

adverse weather conditions. Four techniques for reducing provocations are 'reducing 

frustration', 'reducing crowding', 'respecting territory', and 'controlling environmental 

irritants'.  

 

Reducing frustration  Frustration is the emotional state produced when an individual is 

thwarted in their pursuit of goal-directed behaviour. Studies have highlighted the 

relationship between frustration and anti-social behaviour in a diversity of situations. 

Harding et al103 found that incidents of road rage correlated with high traffic volume and 

were initiated by factors such as encounters with slow drivers, other drivers cutting in, 

and competition for parking spaces. They suggested that driver frustration might be eased 

by better road design and more efficient traffic flow arrangements. Frustration and stress 

at work have also been found to be related to increased workplace vandalism and 

sabotage104. Suggested stress-reducing interventions include more positively framed 

performance appraisals, better communication between management and employees, and 

greater involvement of employees in planned work-place changes. Homel and Clark105 

found nightclub violence was related to levels of patron boredom, lack of seating, 
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unavailability of food and provocative behaviour of security staff. They argued that better 

facilities, more entertainment, a greater choice of food, and training for security staff in 

non-confrontational crowd management tactics would increase patron enjoyment and 

reduce levels of frustration. Frustration has been claimed to play a role in schoolyard 

bullying. For example, Boulton106 found that bullying increased during wet playtimes and 

recommended improvements the quality of play facilities to reduce frustration levels of 

students. In the prison context, Wener and Olsen107 argued that it is frustration associated 

with a lack of control over the environment -- no choice when cell lights are on or off, 

inability to regulate individual heating and cooling preferences, having to queue for 

phone calls and meals and so forth -- rather than the oppressive nature of the environment 

per se that accounts for much of the violence exhibited by prisoners. For example, 57% 

of fights in one prison involved disputes over television channels. There are simple 

situational solutions to many of these problems, such as putting comfort control switches 

inside cells, providing more televisions, staggering meal times and regulating the length 

of telephone calls. 

 

Reducing crowding  Crowding is the experiential state relating to the perception of spatial 

limitations. Increased physical, psychological and behavioural problems have been found 

to occur in a range of high density settings such as college dormitories108, nightclubs109, 

naval ships110 and prisons111. Reducing population density can involve either increasing 

the amount of space available for a given number of people -- reducing spatial density -- 

or decreasing the number of people in a given space -- reducing social density. When 

nightclubs and similar establishments restrict the number of patrons that may enter they 
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are manipulating social density; when prison administrators build more prisons to 

alleviate overcrowding they are manipulating spatial density. Generally, high social 

density is more stressful than high spatial density112. For example, dormitory 

accommodation in residential settings has consistently been associated with higher levels 

of violence and antisocial behaviour than single-room accommodation113. Partitioning 

dormitories and other open spaces can reduce the negative impact of group size114. The 

sense of crowding can be moderated independently of density by a number of social and 

architectural features in the environment. Positive mood states and efficient room design 

can reduce the effects of social density while windows, high ceilings, defined corners and 

light colours can increase the sense of spaciousness115. Accordingly, disorder has been 

found to be lower in nightclubs that create a relaxing ambience116. Macintyre and 

Homel117 found that nightclub violence was also reduced by floor plans that regulated 

patron flow and minimised unnecessary jostling. 

 

Respecting territory  Territoriality is the tendency to lay claim to an area and to defend it 

against intruders. There are two opposing ways that territorial possession might relate to 

aggression. First, territorial possession can inhibit aggression. ‘Home turf’ is a place 

where people can relax and feel in control over their lives. Altman’s118 privacy regulation 

model suggests that people require sanctuaries to which to retreat in order to reduce the 

stress and overstimulation associated with excessive interpersonal contact. Additionally, 

well-defined territories can reduce disputes by regulating competition for resources119. 

Territorial concerns are particularly problematic in communal settings where residents 

are forced to share living space. Giving prisoners a sense of ownership over their living 
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quarters not only encourages them to take care of the area (as suggested previously under 

‘clarifying responsibility’) but also contributes to lower levels of prisoner-prisoner 

violence 120. Similarly, O’Neill and Paluck121 reported a drop in the level of aggression 

among institutionalised retarded boys when they were given identifiable territories to call 

their own.  

 

Second, while territorial possession is associated with positive psychological states, 

invasion of territory is stressful and can provoke an aggressive response. At a macro 

level, gang warfare is often caused by aggressive reactions to territorial invasion122. 

Similarly, a high proportion of assaults against prisoner officers occur in the prisoners’ 

living areas123 suggesting that prisoners become particularly hostile when they feel that 

their private domain has been invaded. Officers need to take special precaution when 

entering prisoners’ cells and carry out any necessary searches with some sensitivity to the 

prisoners territorial concerns.  

 

Controlling environmental irritants  Many factors in the environment influence 

behaviour because of their aversive nature and the threat they pose to human well being. 

Numerous studies have examined the relationship between atmospheric conditions and 

crime. Positive correlations between temperature and crime rates (particularly violent 

crime) have been consistently reported124. Goranson and King125 also showed that riots 

were more likely to occur during heat waves. LeBeau126 reported a relationship between 

domestic disputes and the temperature-humidity index. Rotton and Frey127 reported a 

causative association between air pollution levels and violent crime. Laboratory studies 
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have also shown that aversive noise intensifies aggression128. In a field-observation study, 

Homel and Clark129 found that nightclub violence correlated with a range of aggravating 

environmental features such as amount of cigarette smoke, lack of ventilation and poor 

lighting.  

 

Many of the findings on environmental stress have been taken up by architects and, in 

particular, have been applied to institutional designs. For example, older-style prisons are 

notorious for being stiflingly hot in summer and freezing cold in winter, being 

inordinately noisy, and having drab interior decor that produces a visual monotony and 

stimuli deprivation130. More recently constructed prisons have air-conditioning, sound-

absorbing surfaces, and more attractive interior designs. The impact of these features on 

levels of institutional violence is hard to assess since it is generally not possible to isolate 

them from other institutional variables. In one exception, Atlas131 reported evidence that 

assault rates are lower for air-conditioned areas and areas with easy access to showers 

than for areas where no relief from high temperatures is provided. 

 

Conclusions 

This paper has presented a classification of techniques for controlling situational 

precipitators of crime. The intention has been to complement Clarke’s familiar 

classification of opportunity reduction techniques, not to replace it. According to 

Wortley's132 two-stage model, precipitators of crime and opportunities for crime are 

linked in a temporal sequence. Behaviour is first initiated before the likely consequences 

of action are considered. Controlling situational precipitators of crime and reducing 
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opportunities for crime can be understood not so much as competing prevention 

approaches, but as approaches directed at different stages of the person-situation 

interaction.  

 

As Clarke133 acknowledged with respect to his classification, inevitably there is some 

degree of overlap between categories in the present classification and a potential for 

debate about the appropriate categorisation of particular interventions. Indeed, there has 

been some shifting around of techniques as ideas for this classification have evolved. For 

example, in earlier papers134 situationally induced disinhibition (the rationale for 

‘reducing permissibility’) relied heavily on the concept of deindividuation. In the present 

classification, the social aspects of deindividuation have been emphasised and the 

technique associated with reducing deindividuation (‘reducing anonymity’) has been 

included under ‘controlling pressures’. At the same time controlling disinhibition by 

‘reducing permissibility’ now emphasises to a greater extent the role of cognitive 

processes (moral distortions)135. However, an argument could be made that reducing 

deindividuation also contributes to ‘reducing permissibility’ by helping to clarify 

responsibility. 

 

Moreover, while the conceptual distinction between precipitators of crime and 

opportunities for crime is clear enough, there are several points of overlap between the 

two classifications as they currently exist, with a number of the techniques suggested in 

this paper similar to ones already suggested by Clarke. In particular, the rationale for 

Clarke’s new category of ‘removing excuses’ is essentially the same as the rationale for 
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‘reducing permissibility’, and in fact, the name of one technique -- ‘rule setting’ -- is 

identical (although the moral rather than legal basis of rules would seem to be 

emphasised more strongly in the present classification). Moral distortions are considered 

precipitators in this paper on the grounds that, as with the other techniques that have been 

outlined, they are primarily concerned with psychologically preparing the individual to 

commit crime that they would not have otherwise committed. Resolution of these sorts of 

overlaps is beyond the scope of the current paper. Clearly, however, further work is 

required to better integrate the two classifications.  
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Table 1 Classification of precipitation-control strategies  
Controlling 

Prompts 
Controlling 
Pressures 

Reducing 
Permissibility 

Reducing 
Provocations  

Controlling triggers: 
 gun control 
 pornography 

restrictions 
 environmental 

self-management 

Reducing 
inappropriate 
conformity: 
 dispersing gang 

members 
 screening 

children’s 
associates 

 bolstering 
independence 

Rule setting: 
 harassment codes 
 staff inductions 
 ‘shoplifting is 

stealing’ signs 

Reducing 
frustration: 
 inmate control of 

comfort settings 
 improved wet 

playtimes 
 efficient road 

design  

Providing 
reminders: 
 warning signs 
 symbolic 

territorial 
markers  

 litter bins 

Reducing 
inappropriate 
obedience: 
 support for 

whistle-blowers 
 participatory 

management 
 semi-independent 

units 

Clarifying 
responsibility: 
 server 

intervention 
 assigning 

discrete tasks 
 encouraging 

sense of 
ownership 

Reducing crowding: 
 limiting 

nightclub patron 
density 

 regulating 
nightclub patron 
flow 

 use of colour, 
windows, light 
etc. 

Reducing 
inappropriate 
imitation: 
 rapid repair of 

vandalism 
 controls on 

television content 
 supervisors as 

exemplars 

Encouraging 
compliance: 
 persuasive signs 
 fairness of 

request 
 participation in 

rule-making 
 

Clarifying 
consequences: 
 copyright 

messages 
 public posting 
 vandalism 

information 
brochures 

Respecting territory:
 identifiable 

territories for 
residents 

 privacy rooms 
for residents 

 avoiding 
intrusions into 
inmates’ cells 

Setting positive 
expectations: 
 pub 

gentrification  
 domestic prison 

furniture 
 fixing ‘broken 

windows’ 

Reducing 
Anonymity: 
 restricting 

uniform use 
(perpetrators) 

 school dress 
codes 

 low-profile 
crowd 
management 

Personalising 
victims: 
 victim co-

operation 
 humanising 

conditions for 
prisoners 

 concern with 
employee welfare

Controlling 
environmental 
irritants:  
 smoke-free 

nightclubs 
 air conditioning 
 noise control 
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